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8 PROJECT REPORT The typical contents of a project report are as under: 

Executive summaryProposal to the banksProject detailsPromoter detailsDetails of proposed 

financial closureFinancial projections and ratio analysisSensitivity analysisMarket and technical 

analysis. Proposal to the banks. Project details. Promoter details. Details of proposed financial 

closure. Financial projections and ratio analysis. Sensitivity analysis. Market and technical 

analysis.">  

9 PROPOSAL TO BANKS This is the wish list of the borrower and your negotiations should start 

based in this documentTypically following points need to be covered in a proposal:Total amount 

of facilityPurpose of loanDesired rate of interestDrawdown and repayment schedulesDesired 

security to be offeredProcessing feesFinancial covenantsShow the proposal to the audience 

after discussing for a minute on each of the point above:Facility amount should be as per the 

desired debt equity mix. This should be arrived based on the worst case scenario of cash flows. 

If not, a project overrun comes to the account of the promotor. Break down of the total facility 

requestedPurpose of the loan: Clearly state the purpose as any objection post draw down may 

create lot of execution problemsDesired rate of interest: Typically should be linked to base rate. 

Try to push for a cap incase of a foreign bank. Give example of experience of Citibank and 

Standard charter where cap was established.Drawdown and repayment schedules: Draw down 

schedules should be adhered to otherwise bankers may not extend the drawal beyond a point 

of time. Can be in tranches. Can be directly to vendors or even to your account. Repayments can 

be equated/ ballooned, depending on the cash flows. Prepayment clauses should be factored 

in.Desired security to be offered: Typically has to be immovable (around 50%, but again 

depending on banks). Most of the banks do not accept machineries as primary security. If 

security already provided to other banks, NOC from such banks to be obtained and charge given 

pari passu/ first charge/ second charge. Hard cash can be an option for security. Recurring 

deposits can also be negotiated. BG margin can also be considered for security. Latest valuation 

of land and building is taken. Shares can be pledged incase of listed securities. Other liquid 
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securities can also be consideredProcessing fees: IRR needs to be worked out where both the 

combined earnings of the banks need to be worked out. Eg. 5% processing fees and 11% ROI is 

costlier than 1% processing fee and 13% ROI. Can also be negotiated to a fixed fee incase of 

existing relationshipsFinancial covenants: DSCR, ICR, Escrow mechanism etc. Banks may state 

that incase the DSCR is not met in the interim review, equity contribution/ loan repayment to 

be made to match the preagreed DSCRThe proposal should be such that customers needs are 

met at the least IRR to banks. Hence an optimum mix needs to be worked out between the 

various products offered by the bankers. This is the wish list of the borrower and your 

negotiations should start based in this document.Typically following points need to be covered 

in a proposal: Total amount of facility. Purpose of loan. Desired rate of interest. Drawdown and 

repayment schedules. Desired security to be offered. Processing fees. Financial covenants. Show 

the proposal to the audience after discussing for a minute on each of the point above: Facility 

amount should be as per the desired debt equity mix. This should be arrived based on the worst 

case scenario of cash flows. If not, a project overrun comes to the account of the promotor. 

Break down of the total facility requested. Purpose of the loan: Clearly state the purpose as any 

objection post draw down may create lot of execution problems. Desired rate of interest: 

Typically should be linked to base rate. Try to push for a cap in case of a foreign bank. Give 

example of experience of Citibank and Standard charter where cap was established. Drawdown 

and repayment schedules: Draw down schedules should be adhered to otherwise bankers may 

not extend the drawal beyond a point of time. Can be in tranches. Can be directly to vendors or 

even to your account. Repayments can be equated/ ballooned, depending on the cash flows. 

Prepayment clauses should be factored in. Desired security to be offered: Typically has to be 

immovable (around 50%, but again depending on banks). Most of the banks do not accept 

machineries as primary security. If security already provided to other banks, NOC from such 

banks to be obtained and charge given pari passu/ first charge/ second charge. Hard cash can 

be an option for security. Recurring deposits can also be negotiated. BG margin can also be 

considered for security. Latest valuation of land and building is taken. Shares can be pledged 

incase of listed securities. Other liquid securities can also be considered. Processing fees: IRR 

needs to be worked out where both the combined earnings of the banks need to be worked out. 

Eg. 5% processing fees and 11% ROI is costlier than 1% processing fee and 13% ROI. Can also be 

negotiated to a fixed fee incase of existing relationships. Financial covenants: DSCR, ICR, Escrow 

mechanism etc. Banks may state that incase the DSCR is not met in the interim review, equity 

contribution/ loan repayment to be made to match the preagreed DSCR. The proposal should 

be such that customers needs are met at the least IRR to banks. Hence an optimum mix needs 

to be worked out between the various products offered by the bankers.">  



10 PROJECT DETAILS This portion should provide the complete details and operational feasibility 

of a projectLand detailsMan, Machine and Material detailsProduct specification. Details of raw 

materials and end use of finished productList of top vendors and suppliersList of assetsSWOT 

analysisLand is the most critical part. Whether owned or leased. In MIDC or not. Any surplus 

area available for expansion. Clear or litigative title. Current valuation. Most important security. 

Explain Sonoma case regarding sale tax lien. One of the most important papers which needs to 

be checked by the advisor before submitting the proposal to the bankersList of manpower with 

details of top management regarding education qualification and prior work experience. 

Provides executional capability comfort. Important for people specific industry like IT. Here the 

most important aspect is the promoter backgroundList of machines very important for capital 

intensive sectors like infrastructure.Easy availability of material. Provide example of Sunbeam 

and regarding availability of blasting materialList of debtors and creditors important for 

evaluation. Eg. Kingfisher debtor will not be considered for the purpose of WC limits of their 

vendorsA SWOT analysis has to be prepared. For the weaknesses and threats an explanation 

should be provided stating the actions company intends to take to mitigate the risks. "PROJECT 

DETAILS This portion should provide the complete details and operational feasibility of a 

project.". Man, Machine and Material details. Product specification. Details of raw materials and 

end use of finished product. List of top vendors and suppliers. List of assets. SWOT analysis. Land 

is the most critical part. Whether owned or leased. In MIDC or not. Any surplus area available 

for expansion. Clear or litigative title. Current valuation. Most important security. Explain 

Sonoma case regarding sale tax lien. One of the most important papers which needs to be 

checked by the advisor before submitting the proposal to the bankers. List of manpower with 

details of top management regarding education qualification and prior work experience. 

Provides executional capability comfort. Important for people specific industry like IT. Here the 

most important aspect is the promoter background. List of machines very important for capital 

intensive sectors like infrastructure. Easy availability of material. Provide example of Sunbeam 

and regarding availability of blasting material. List of debtors and creditors important for 

evaluation. Eg. Kingfisher debtor will not be considered for the purpose of WC limits of their 

vendors. A SWOT analysis has to be prepared. For the weaknesses and threats an explanation 

should be provided stating the actions company intends to take to mitigate the risks."  

11 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS Any proposal will be tested for feasibility by the bankers. Primarily 

two types of feasibility analysis are done:Technical feasibilityMarket feasibilityTechnical 

feasibility can be proved the historic track record of the company incase of existing product. 

Incase of a new product, the feasibilty completely depends on some market study.Specialised 

consultants in this field do a market study to comfort the lenders that the sales projections 

presumed are achievable "FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS Any proposal will be tested for feasibility by 
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the bankers. Primarily two types of feasibility analysis are done:" title="Technical feasibility. 

Market feasibility. Technical feasibility can be proved the historic track record of the company 

incase of existing product. Incase of a new product, the feasibilty completely depends on some 

market study. Specialised consultants in this field do a market study to comfort the lenders that 

the sales projections presumed are achievable.">  

12 FINANCIAL VIABILITY Following are the key drivers to prepare the financial projections. 

Bankers will look at these numbers at the time of credit appraisal.Sales volumesGrowth 

patternEfficiency in operationShort term survivalLong term survivalSafety of fundsEarnings 

from the unit to the bankSales Volume: Check on the installed capacity, growth 

percentageGrowth pattern: Benchmarking. Eg. Consumer goods volumes are growingEfficiency 

in operations: Operating margins, EBIDTA margins, PBT margins etcShort term survival: Current 

ratio. Need to check the old oustanding debtors as it may vitiate the analysisLong term survival: 

DSCRSafety of funds: Security coverBank IRR "Following are the key drivers to prepare the 

financial projections. Bankers will look at these numbers at the time of credit appraisal. Sales 

volumes. Growth pattern. Efficiency in operation. Short term survival. Long term survival. Safety 

of funds. Earnings from the unit to the bank. Sales Volume: Check on the installed capacity, 

growth percentage. Growth pattern: Benchmarking. Eg. Consumer goods volumes are growing. 

Efficiency in operations: Operating margins, EBIDTA margins, PBT margins etc. Short term 

survival: Current ratio. Need to check the old oustanding debtors as it may vitiate the analysis. 

Long term survival: DSCR. Safety of funds: Security cover. Bank IRR. 
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